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 √ Built to withstand the high impact of a 
major surge event 

 √  Constructed in a robust Cast Aluminum 
riveted sealed enclosure with an internal 
gasket for maximum weather resistance 
and durability

 √  Nema Type 4X rated for indoor/outdoor 
installation

 √  Space saving compact design

 √  Complies with latest UL standards

 √ 	Withstands	effects	of	prolonged	UV	
exposure better then ABS plastics

 √  UL Rated Powder Coating for superior 
corrosion resistance

 √  Easy Installation

 √  Proudly Made in America

 √ Limited lifetime product, up to a 3-year 
$25,000 connected equipment warranty
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We protect our computers, 
TV’s, and other devices using 

surge power strips. Why 
wouldn’t we protect our 

most expensive
equipment with dedicated 

surge protection?

Almost every major appliance has some type 
of control board or sensitive circuitry that 
needs protection from fast acting transient 
surges and the ICM517A is the best-in-class 
answer!

New National Electrical codes and 
major manufacturers are now requiring 
surge protection to be installed on new 
construction (NEC) and to maintain warranty 
(manufacturers).

American manufacturing coupled with state-
of-the-art TMOV surge protection technology 
and rugged casted aluminum design make 
the ICM517A a must have for your surge 
protection needs.

Protect your investments  
today to avoid expensive 

repairs tomorrow!

Peace of Mind

“Electrify everything” is putting  
more pressure on our already 

overburdened power grids putting  
your valuable equipment at risk.

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
the protection of motors, 
electronics, air conditioning 
systems, appliances, 
refrigeration, and more.

Overview
The ICM517A is a Type 2 (load side) Surge 
Protective Device (SPD) designed to protect 
valuable single-phase equipment from 
damaging fast acting transient surges. 

• PEACE OF MIND: The ICM517A provides 
the best-in-class surge protection and 
most durable Type 2 SPD on the market 
with the best warranty available. 

• RELIABILITY: Rest assured your ICM517A 
will endure severe surge events while 
protecting your connected equipment 
and containing the surge within the 
enclosure. 

• DURABILITY: The NEMA 4X waterproof 
rating of the ICM517A assures it will hold 
up in any weather environment. 

• SIMPLICITY: The easy-to-read Single LED 
Indicator assures easy  identification 
of when the ICM517A has protection 
enabled or when the ICM517A needs to 
be replaced


